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Abstract
In this paper, we address high mobility AdHoc
networks resource discovery problem. We use a virtual
dynamic overlay network to perform broadcast
flooding task optimization. Two new flooding
techniques are proposed and compared with a global
flooding strategy, and, a classical flooding scheme
using source routing. Experimental results, obtained
by several simulations implemented on ns-2,
discourage the use of source routing in high mobility
MANETs, and show that most of the times, floodingoptimization techniques could achieve best successful
resource discovery rates than using global or sourcerouting flooding.

1. Introduction
Resource Discovery (RD) services are used to find
the location of available resources on a network. If we
consider mobile AdHoc networks (MANET) in general
with their multi-hop wireless connections and absence
of any fixed infrastructure, it can be difficult for the RD
services to perform well. The problem gets worse if the
nodes move fast towards each other and the system is
considered a high mobility MANET (HMANET). To
realize the importance of the RD performance, just
consider disaster and emergency rescue operations,
which are mission critical in nature. For example, in a
forest fire, high mobility resources like fire-cars and
aerial fire engines are spread on an area. RD services
proposals for wired networks [1] are too static to be
applied on a MANET, as they assume a priori defined
links between the nodes.
Without a fixed network structure and having no
knowledge about node’s geographic position, resources
are usually located flooding the network with a query
message. Each node owning the searched resource

sends a hit message to the searcher node, usually
following back the query's path (this technique is cited
as source-routing). Source-routing decreases network
loading, as it does not need to flood all network with
hit messages. However, its lookup efficiency is too
poor in HMANETs because link’s changing frequency
may damage the obtained reverse path. Another
scenario consists on flooding all network nodes with
the hit message (cited as pure flooding, because both
query and hit messages are broadcasted by all nodes
after receiving them). Apparently, it can increase
lookup RD successful rate because flooded hit
messages use all available paths. However, as dropped
packets will increase with network load, pure floodingbased strategies can lead to lookup successful rates
lower than expected. These two examples show the
importance of node mobility and network load to the
performance of RD services. It makes sense, then, to
have different supporting algorithms to the RD services
in HMANETs that adapt themselves to the specific
conditions of the networks. Different flooding
strategies must be dynamically switched depending on
node’s mobility behaviors and on network loading.
In this paper, we address HMANETs resource
discovery problem using techniques implemented on
MANET routing algorithms and some classical
concepts used on peer-to-peer networks. We evaluate
two new network-flooding strategies based on a virtual
dynamic overlay network. Experimental results
obtained by several simulations implemented on ns-2
[12] compare the proposed RD strategies with other
two. The comparable aspects are: lookup efficiency,
network loading, packet collision statistics and end-toend delay.
The following section provides a related work
survey, highlighting some HMANET’s specific
requirements that should be handled. Section 3
describes a set of flooding techniques evaluated on this
paper. Section 4 describes some experimental scenarios

and evaluates the algorithm's performance. Finally,
concluding remarks and future directions are given.

2. RD services requirements
RD is a recent research area in HMANETs. Most of
research work made on HMANETs is related with
network routing. Network routing can be viewed as a
basic RD service: a target node must be located in a
MANET before the source node asking for the route
connects to it. Proactive routing schemes are proposed
in DSDV [5] and CGSR [6] systems. DSR [7], ABR
[8] and AODV [9] are reactive routing schemes, where
new routes are created on demand using network
flooding. Network knowledge is initially obtained
using network flooding, and is cached to reduce the
global flooding. Most of MANETs' routing protocols
apply the source routing principles reversing the path
obtained in the flooding phase. Therefore, they are
vulnerable to node mobility. [10] compares DSDV [5],
AODV [9] and DSR [7] routing protocols for various
mobility metrics, and concludes that their routing
performance squeezes with the increase on the relative
node’s velocity and frequency of link state changes on
HMANETs.
RD systems are also used in peer-to-peer (P2P)
network resource sharing systems. Some P2P works
have been present last years to be applied in wired
networks. Most P2P systems were designed for wired
networks. Unstructured distributed systems like
Gnutella [1] use global or partial flooding to perform
resource location. Structured distributed systems, like
CAN [17], and Pastry [18], avoid network flooding.
They use distributed hash tables (DHTs) on each node,
where routing information related with “what node
should be next visited in order to get a specific
resource” is contained. Structured systems have high
maintenance costs to be applied on HMANETs,
because link’s changes will trigger table updates, which
will consume too much bandwidth. Unstructured
systems perform better in HMANETs because they do
not use index services, avoiding index tables’
maintenance costs.
Recently published works propose some P2P
systems to work in ad hoc environments. Orion [3]
presents an algorithm for construction and maintenance
of an application-layer overlay network that enables
routing of all types of messages required to operate a
P2P system. Orion uses a combination of AODV
routing protocol and IETF Simple Multicast and
Broadcast protocol for MANETs. A node floods a
query message with resources identification to locate,
and on its way trough the network the query message

sets up reverse paths to the query node. Orion is source
routing based, and has low performance when applied
in HMANETs, because reverse path can be damaged.
Resource routing caching is used on each node (similar
to routing tables used in AODV) but this is not suited
to high mobility scenarios. On the other hand system
scalability is improved, as application-layer is merged
with network layer in order to reduce control overhead.
KELOP [4] is a structured lookup system for MANETs
that relies only on local information stored at each node
to locate the closest estimates of the target. It reduces
maintenance costs using information cached by the
network layer routing protocols to route advertisements
and lookups of resources based on DHT lazy update.
With DHT reduced maintenance costs, KELOP system
has low performance in HMANETs because routing
caches get outdated very quickly, and most of routing
protocols are based on source-routing. Finally, DPSR
[2] is a routing algorithm for MANETs that uses P2P
Pastry DHT system over DSR. The key idea of the
integration is to bring the structured Pastry system to
the network layer of MANETs, while retaining all the
attributes of DSR for dealing with the specifics
characteristics of MANETs. However, DSR is a pure
source-routing protocol. For high mobility patterns,
DSR presents low delivery packet ratio [10], which will
increase DPSR network loading used for DHT
maintenance.
It should be clear now that most of the RD services
proposed for MANETs [2] [3] [4] are inefficient on
HMANETs. There are important features that must be
taken into account in the design of a RD system applied
to HMANETs:
- Flooding should be used in a limited area. Flooding is
not scalable in high diameter HMANETs since every
message received at each node will be retransmitted,
and gathering information from distant places can
become useless quickly making the effort worthless.
Unrestricted flooding is also a problem in MANETs,
because it can origin a broadcast storm effect [15]
that can reduce the performance for high traffic loads
or in high node’ densities scenarios;
- High mobility makes the source routing approach
inefficient. Sometimes, the reverse path used in
source routing schemes is not available because of
the nodes’ dynamics. For higher end-to-end delay
values it gets worse. More reliable mechanisms are
required to handle node unavailability;
- Routing cache procedures are dangerous. If they are
refreshed at low frequency, they can present invalid
data, conducting to erroneous routing decisions.
Higher refreshing frequencies increase the network
load without providing any reliability warranties.

Other redundant procedures must exist to increase
system reliability;

3. RD flooding techniques overview
RD operation starts with a query message originated
by a node. This message carries the node's address
(nsource), the query identification (Qid), and the resource
identification to be located (Rid). Only nodes owning
the required resource Rid will respond sending a hit
message to inform the source node nsource about the
resource’s location. Four techniques are presented to
route the originated query to the resource owner node
(RD forward path), and the reply back to the source
node (RD reverse path).

3.1. Classical approaches: Pure flooding and
Flooding with source routing
Pure flooding is a brute force way to propagate
queries and hits across the network. After receiving a
query (or a hit message) nodes will blindly broadcast it.
The query only carries nsource, Qid, and Rid information.
This technique does not use source routing. Every
reachable node broadcasts all received queries and hit
messages once. This technique is used to establish a
benchmark level to evaluate the flooding optimizations
proposed.
The flooding with source routing works this way:
after receiving a query, a node will blindly broadcast it,
as in pure flooding. During query propagation, each
node puts its address in a query list containing all
visited nodes. When a query reaches one resource
owner node, the query list is copied to the hit message
to set up the reverse path. The hit packet uses source
routing based on the list.

3.2. Dynamic virtual overlay network for
flooding optimization
The two new flooding techniques are based on a
dynamic virtual overlay network (VON) and a short
introduction is given in this section. The VON is based
on the work described in [11], which proposes a softstate clustering for MANETs using the concept of link
stability proposed in ABR [8].
Network nodes automatically elect a node named
Broadcast Group Leader (BGL), who manages a group
of other nodes. A Broadcast Group (BG) is the set of
nodes that elected the same BGL. Each node
periodically broadcasts a short-beacon message. All
nodes receiving a beacon from a node ny 1-hop distant,
are defined as being neighbor nodes of ny. Nodes keep

a table of neighbors’ link stability η. Link stability of
neighbor node nz is defined as the sum of consecutive
beacons received from nz. Link stability is set to null
when more than one beacon is lost, producing a slight
delay on link failure detection, but tolerating one
beacon loss due to packet collision. A link is
considered
stable
when
η
is
above
a
stability_threshold and a node is stable when it has
at least one stable link. In each beacon message a node
sends its BGL address, and the higher link stability
value contained in its table, which is represented by µ.
Each node elects autonomously its BGL from the set of
stable neighbor nodes. Before sending a new beacon, a
node nx elects its BGL applying the following rules:
1- When no BGLs exist in the neighborhood and
stable links exist, nx elects from the neighbor nodes
that hold the highest value for η the one with the
smallest address;
2- When no BGLs exist in the neighborhood and no
stable links exist, nx first compares if its neighbor’s
highest
µ
value
is
greater
than
stability_threshold. If it is, the lowest address
neighbor node in the group with the highest µ value
is elected. Otherwise, nx will fail BGL election, and
will not belong to any BG;
3- When node nx is elected BGL by one of its
neighbors and all its BGLs in the neighborhood
have higher addresses than nx, then nx elects itself
as its BGL (this is also applicable when no BGL
exists in its neighborhood);
4- When rule 3 holds false and at least one BGL exists
in the neighborhood, nx elects the one with the
smallest address;
The algorithm proposed sets BGs according to link
stabilities (rule 1). When several BGs are overlapped,
rule 4 will merge them, and observing rule 3, the BGL
of the new merged BGs will be unique, as addresses are
unique. This proposal originates less network load than
classic clustering algorithms [16], because short beacon
messages are used. As high link stability values
represent low node mobility and vice-versa, the
clustering proposed groups nodes according to their
relative mobility, which is useful to perform flooding
optimization in HMANETs. Left figure contained in
figure 1 shows a HMANET where a VON was built.
Dashed lines represent wireless links with neighbor
nodes. Limited shadow areas represent BGs. There are
three BGs. As it shows, BG overlapping can occur,
since an elected BGL (nodes 5 and 6) can elect a lower
address BGL (node 1) 1-hop distant. Node 9 has no
BGL elected. Nodes 5, 1 and 6 are BGL nodes, and
they will be used as a virtual overlay network.

Fig. 1. Two HMANETs. The black nodes are BGLs.

3.3. 1-hop flooding optimization
Using the VON proposed in [11], it is possible to
reduce the overall number of broadcasted queries. 1hop flooding optimization task reduces the amount of
broadcasts made by delaying some decisions. All BGL
nodes will blindly broadcast the query. Non-BGL
nodes only broadcast the query if during a waiting time
period they do not receive enough information to avoid
it. Suppose node 7, belonging to the right HMANET
illustrated in figure 1, receives a query due a broadcast
of BGL node 5. The query includes all BGL nodes
visited, so, it contains the BGL node 5. After waiting
time expiration, node 7 will avoid broadcasting
because all its BGL neighbors (node 5) have been
flooded. If node 3 receives a query originated on node
2, it will wait before take a decision. As delay is not
applicable on BGL nodes, during the waiting time,
node 3 has high probability of receiving the query from
node 1. When the waiting period finishes, node 3
checks if all of its BGL neighbor nodes addresses
(nodes 6 and 1) are contained in the queries received
with the same identification Qid and originated by the
same nsource node. If so, broadcast will be avoided,
otherwise it will broadcast the query.
To implement this technique, queries must contain
the previously described identifiers nsource, Qid, and Rid
plus two distinct lists (fifo queues). List S contains all
nodes BGLs visited by the query. List U holds all nonBGL nodes visited since last BGL node. BGL nodes
will simply remove and cache list U contained in the
query, and after adding its address to S list they
blindly-broadcast the query. BGL and non-BGL nodes
also hold the last broadcasts Qid originated in nsource
node to just broadcast the query once. When each nonBGL receives a new query it temporarily holds its
identifiers and its lists (Scache,Ucache). To reduce query
broadcasts, non-BGLs nodes delay query-broadcasting
procedure during a tdelay value. During tdelay a non-BGL
will overhear its neighbor broadcast queries with the
same nsource and Qid and it will analyze if all nodes
contained in S list of received queries are contained in
its initially cached Scache list. Each non-BGL node
builds a list K when a new query is received. K list will
hold all nodes contained in lists S available on future

repeated receiving queries, which are not included in
the list Scache. Lists Scache and K cached in non-BGLs
contain the knowledge about BGLs visited by that
query. When delay expires, a non-BGL determines if
the query has been already broadcasted by each of its
neighbors’ BGL. The non-BGL node will broadcast the
query if at least one of its neighbors’ BGL did not
broadcast that query. Query will be broadcasted if
exists one element of BGL neighbors list (built with the
information contained in beacon messages) that is not
contained in lists Scache or K.
When a node owning the requested resource
receives the query, it will uses lists U and S to
propagate a hit message using source routing. In each
BGL, the list previously cached is restored and added
to hit message. To propagate hit messages, a node uses
a unicast acknowledge scheme. When hit message are
not acknowledged by its receiving neighbor node, a
node blindly broadcasts the hit to find an alternative
path. Original reverse path may be restored, if after
being blindly broadcasted a hit message reaches one of
nodes contained in both lists S or U.

3.4. 2.5-hops flooding optimization
To have neighborhood information, each node sends
2 hops BGL neighborhood information on each beacon
message used to build the OVN. Each beacon message
sent includes all BGLs chosen by its neighbor nodes.
For example, node 1 illustrated in right HMANET of
figure 1 will broadcast its beacon containing BGLs 6, 5
and 1. A node not included in any BG, as node 9, is
considered a BG of just one node.
BGLs always broadcast all received queries. NonBGL nodes only broadcast a received query if it
contains an order to do it. The query's sender uses the
available BGLs knowledge 2-hops away to select who
should broadcast the query. Suppose that node 5 of
right HMANET presented in figure 1 origins a query to
propagate over all nodes. Node 5 has knowledge about
BGLs 1, 6 and 9, and also knows that only node 4 can
flood BGL node 9, because in the beacon received by
node 5, node 4 has previously announced about its
BGL neighbor 9. As node 4 is not a BGL, node 5 will
include it in the list of nodes that should broadcast the
query. The algorithm is presented in figure 2 and is
computed when node origins a new query, a BGL
broadcasts a query, or when a node receiving a query is
appointed as a broadcaster. It returns list v, with the
neighbor non-BGLs that must broadcast the query.
To propagate the hit message, this technique follows
the same algorithm described in 1-hop optimization.

optimization technique has successful values
sometimes greater than pure flooding, but for higher
network loads its performance decreases.
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Several simulations were made using ns-2 platform.
In each simulation scenario, 200 nodes are moving
during 1000 seconds on a 1000m x 1000m area
according to the Generalized Random Waypoint
mobility model [14]. Four different mobility scenarios
were defined to study the mobility behavior of each
flooding technique. Node’s average speeds of 0m/s, 5
m/s, 20m/s and 50m/s were obtained using constant
pause times of 5 seconds. Each node has approximately
100 meters of communication range using IEEE
802.11b and the two-ray ground propagation model.
VON infrastructure implemented in ns-2 uses a
beaconing frequency of 1 Hz. Ten thousands of
different resources are randomly distributed on the
network nodes. Three different behavior patterns were
defined using the model presented in [13], which
proposes a uniformly way to generate queries in each
node. 10927, 1125 and 267 generated queries are used
to perform simulations with high, medium and low
network loading, respectively. Finally, all broadcasts
are sent with a variable jitter bounded to 100 ms. 1-hop
flooding technique uses a constant tdelay value of 700
ms.
Figure 3 presents experimental results. Graphics a, b
and c show the RD successful rate for each flooding
technique and using different loads. We can observe
that source routing decreases its performance for high
mobility patterns. 2.5-hop optimization also presents
low successful rates for high mobility values. For
average speed of 50 m/s, 2.5-hop technique has low
performance, because it uses outdated VON
information to decide who should broadcast the query,
since beaconing frequency is too low for that mobility
values. Pure flooding is the most redundant technique
and presents the best successful rates. 1-hop
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network loads; Successful rate (a, b, c); Network load
per query-node (d, e, f); Packet loss (g, h, i); End-toend delay (j, k, l);

VON performance is reduced using higher loads, since
packet collisions (graphic i) increases, which degrades
1-hop and 2.5-hop performance. Pure flooding
performance also decreases using high loads since it
presents the higher rate of dropped packets by
collisions. The backoff timer window used in IEEE
802.11 increases when collisions are detected, which
also increases the end-to-end delay measured in all
flooding techniques (graphic l).
Graphics d, e and f show the loading cost per querynode, including the VON maintenance. For medium
and high loads, the cost of source routing is similar to
the cost of 1-hop and 2.5-hop techniques, even not
using a VON. For low loads, techniques using the VON
are penalized because the cost to maintain the VON is
too high when few queries are originated. Pure flooding
has the lowest costs. The use of short messages, and the
needlessness of a VON infrastructure decreases the
cost, even when pure flooding is the technique where
more query broadcasts are made.

5. Conclusions and further work
The results presented in this paper have significant
relevance for RD in HMANETs. First, they discourage
the use of source routing to perform RD in high
mobility MANETs. Second, pure flooding performs
comparatively well and presents lower costs. Pure
flooding is used as a benchmark and is not appointed as
a solution, because although it achieves good results, it
does not give enough features to use in an optimization
process.
This paper proposes 2 new flooding strategies based
on a VON. 1-hop is an adaptive algorithm, which beats
source routing for low mobility nodes due to clustering
use; and that behaves like pure flooding for high
mobility nodes, reacting to VON efficiency decay and
answer path routing failure. On the other hand, 2.5-hop
also reacts to VON efficiency decay and answer path
routing failure, but presents lower successful rates and
is less redundant.
In the proposed techniques, VON has not been
completely explored. Further work is also being done
developing RD algorithms where a DHT approach may
be used on top of a stable virtual overlay network.
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